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Chapter 4311 

Duncan looked at him in a stunned manner, and blurted out, 

 

“Grass! What’s the situation? Are you being deceived by people?” 

 

“No.” Marshal waved his hand and laughed at himself: 

 

“You are still being deceived, I offered a fcuking price of $370 billion.” 

 

“And I wish I could kneel down on the spot,” 

 

“But they didn’t sell it to me, and they kicked me out of the auction venue.” 

 

Duncan felt that his three views had been subverted, and subconsciously asked: 

 

“What kind of medicine… …can you spend 370 billion US dollars?” 

 

“What is the concept of 300 billion… Alibaba’s market value today is only 292.8 billion US dollars,” 

 

“That is to say, if you put the whole Alibaba into it, you can’t get one fcuking medicine?!” 

 

Marshal said very seriously: “I can’t change it, if I could,” 

 

“I would have changed it a long time ago.” 

 

After that, Marshal looked at Duncan and asked curiously. 

 

“You are a policeman, why are you so obsessed with stocks? How about investing in stocks?” 

 

Duncan sneered and shook his hands: “Don’t fcuking mention it,” 

 

“I have some savings on hand, I bought all the stocks of this company,” 

 

“And up to now, I have lost more than half of it.” 

 

Marshal scolded: “Fcuk, tell me about the stock market, I will give you some news,” 

 

“Whether you are short or long, you are guaranteed to earn several times the profit!” 

 



Duncan earnestly Said: “You know my situation, I don’t have much money,” 

 

“And I have nowhere to go if I have a lot of righteousness.” 

 

“Besides, I am a federal police officer. If I still rely on inside information to invest in stocks,” 

 

“Then I know the law and break the law, and the FBI will investigate me.” 

 

“Yes.” Marshal shook his head and sighed: “I told you a long time ago,” 

 

“Don’t be a police officer, it doesn’t make sense, you just don’t listen.” 

 

Duncan waved his hand: “Don’t talk about me, let’s talk about you.” 

 

“What kind of medicine, what kind of medicine is it, can it be worth 300 billion dollars?” 

 

Marshal said with a somewhat fascinated expression: 

 

“That’s a magical medicine that can cure all diseases of the body,” 

 

“Make dead trees bloom, and turn back time by twenty years…” 

 

Duncan frowned: “Which is such a wonderful imagination, have you watched a lot of movies?” 

 

Marshal smiled and said, “You haven’t seen it with your own eyes,” 

 

“So no matter what I say, you won’t believe it, but when you see its effect with your own eyes,” 

 

“You’ll be on the ground like me.” 

 

With that said, Marshal recounted to Duncan what he saw at the Rejuvenation Pill auction that day. 

 

Duncan was dumbfounded after hearing this, and blurted out: 

 

“It’s fcuking incredible… There is such a magical thing in this world,” 

 

“So magical that I can’t think of any scientific basis for it.” 

 

“I feel like I studied here. So many years and so many books all have been read in vain.” 

 

Marshal smiled: “So I said just now that many things we think are unlikely,” 

 



“Maybe it’s not the problem itself, but we don’t know enough.” 

 

Duncan sighed and said: “If there is such a medicine, my father may be able to live a few more years,” 

 

“But it is useless, I can’t afford this medicine.” 

 

After speaking, he remembered something, looked at Marshal, and asked : 

 

“Why do you want to buy this thing? Who is it for?” 

 

Marshal sighed softly: “I bought it for the old man, his Alzheimer’s symptoms are getting worse now.” 

 

“Alzheimer’s disease?” Duncan blurted out: “It’s Alzheimer’s, for real?! When did Uncle An get this 

disease?” 

 

Marshal said with emotion: “He has been ill for more than two years,” 

 

“And at first I found that he always forgets easily.” 

 

‘Sometimes when he just puts things down, he can’t remember where he put them in a blink of an eye;” 

 

“What he just said, he forgets in a blink of an eye, and then says it again; He asks again…” 

 

“At that time, we had already let the best experts intervene,” 

 

“And also took him to do some systematic training to fight the disease,” 

 

“But the cause of this disease is the functional decline of the brain,” 

 

“So there is no effective medical treatment. After that, his condition continued to deteriorate.” 

 

Chapter 4312 

Speaking of this, Marshal said with a wry smile: “To tell you, this disease is fcuking weird.” 

 

“As long as I remember, the old man’s condition developed to the point, 

 

“That for the last four or five years, he is completely blank.” 

 

“My son had given birth to a great-grandson, but he always felt that my son is not married,” 

 

“And every time he saw him, he urged him to hurry up to get married,” 

 



“And then the condition continued to deteriorate.” 

 

“He can’t remember anything from the past ten years.” 

 

“He doesn’t know my son, because, in his memory, my son is in the state of the young man ten years 

ago…” 

 

Duncan listened and couldn’t help but sighed: “Uncle An is a hero among Chinese emigrants all over the 

world.” 

 

“He has been tough and strong all his life. For him to have this kind of disease, it is really great torture…” 

 

Marshal covered his face and took a deep breath. 

 

He breathed, and then said with some red eyes: 

 

“His condition has been deteriorating, his memory has degenerated from three to five years to ten 

years,” 

 

“And half a year ago to almost twenty years ago…” 

 

Marshal was silent for a while. When he got up, tears could not help but well up in his eyes. 

 

Duncan’s eyes widened and he blurted out: 

 

“Marshal, your sister’s affair… It was almost twenty years ago…” 

 

“Yes…” Marshal lamented: “His memory is stuck in that time now.” 

 

“The time when my sister just passed away was the most painful stage in his life.” 

 

“At that time, he regretted and blamed himself every day and washed his face with tears.” 

 

“When his memory got stuck here, he woke up every day and just holding the photo of my sister,” 

 

“He secretly wept, and kept saying that he killed her, and the whole person’s condition became very 

bad.” 

 

Duncan hurriedly asked: “Was it all right in the past?” 

 

“I mean When his memory continues to degenerate for a period of time,” 

 



“To the stage where he and your sister were in a cold war before your sister had an accident, wouldn’t it 

be better for him?” 

 

Marshal nodded and said: 

 

“I thought so too before, but I never thought that he has not experienced memory loss in the past six 

months…” 

 

“Maybe this period of time was too hard for him, so his memory is stuck here and can’t go through…” 

 

Duncan was stunned for a moment, and then he muttered: 

 

“Memory stuck at the most painful stage of life… this… this is too fcuking cruel…” 

 

“Yes Ah…” Marshal said with red eyes, “It’s so fcuking cruel…” 

 

“So for the past six months, basically every day he wakes up,” 

 

“He has to experience the pain of just losing his beloved daughter…” 

 

After speaking, he hammered his own heart, he gritted his teeth and said, 

 

“As a child, seeing my own father live in that kind of extreme pain every day, my heart… it’s not in its 

place…” 

 

Duncan’s nose was also a little sore. He couldn’t help rubbing it, and asked, 

 

“What did the doctor say? Is there any good way? Let’s not talk about treatment, even if he gets 

worse…” 

 

Marshal shook his head and said in a sullen voice: “There is nothing the doctor can do,” 

 

“This kind of disease, whether it is good or bad, will not be disturbed by external forces,” 

 

“In the final analysis, this is the old man’s own inner demon,” 

 

“And he has not really let go of it for so many years.” 

 

Speaking of this, Marshal took a sip of wine and said to Duncan: 

 

“So you can understand why I am an idiot,” 

 



“Why am I willing to spend more than 300 billion US dollars to buy that rejuvenation pill…” 

 

“With it, the old man’s condition can be relieved…” 

 

Duncan did not speak, he filled the wine glass by himself and then drank it in one gulp. 

 

Then he said guiltily: “I’m sorry Marshal, my broken mouth is so fcuking stinky, don’t mind what I said.” 

 

Marshal waved his hand and smiled. 

 

“I’ve known you for so many fcuking years, how can I still know what kind of temper you have?” 

 

Duncan nodded and asked him, “Then what are your plans next?” 

 

Marshal said, “Came back to relax, after a while. I have to go to China again to see if I can find the owner 

of the rejuvenation pill,” 

 

“No matter what, I have to ask him for a rejuvenation pill at any cost…” 

 

Speaking of this, he let out a long sigh, looked at the almost bottomed wine bottle, 

 

and said in a hollow voice: “Even if the old man made all kinds of mistakes back then, 

 

Adding all the cruelty he has suffered in the past six months together can be regarded as a debt 

payment. It’s over…” 

 

Chapter 4313 

Marshal’s words, made Duncan silent for a long time. 

 

About his sister’s matter, he only heard a little, 

 

Out of professional sensitivity, he once also wanted to find out what the hidden agenda behind that 

matter was, 

 

But that matter’s knowledge is very little, and not as deep, he did not find anything meaningful. 

 

However, thinking about it, he could not help but sigh: 

 

“Marshal, your sister’s matter …… really is a pity ……” 

 

“If she was still alive, the world of the rich, I am afraid it would have had a different picture.” 

 



Marshal nodded gently. 

 

As the younger brother with the smallest age gap with her, 

 

He understands best what kind of strength his sister actually had. 

 

It can be said that what the An family can have today, 

 

The ancestors of the An family account for half of the credit, 

 

His deceased sister alone accounted for the rest of the half of the credit. 

 

Thinking about this, he could not help but sigh: 

 

“My sister’s life was strong, never give up on what she decided,” 

 

“The old man was also very doting on her, if she did not insist on marrying far away,” 

 

“The old man would not have been so cold war with her for many years,” 

 

“If my sister did not marry Changying, so many things would not have happened later.” 

 

Speaking, Marshal can not help but wave his hand, a light sigh: 

 

“Hey, now saying this, can only be a sigh of relief.” 

 

“Changying ……” Duncan muttered under his breath and said, 

 

“I don’t have any impression of him, I should have never met him till the end.” 

 

Marshal nodded and said, “It’s normal that you haven’t seen him,” 

 

“The old man has always despised him, and he rarely came to the An family.” 

 

Duncan said, “Let me ask one more question,” 

 

“Why did the old man have such a big prejudice against your brother-in-law?” 

 

Marshal shrugged his shoulders, said helplessly: “In fact, my brother-in-law’s family,” 

 

“In the domestic ranking is also very high, and even has one of the first two positions,” 

 



“But with the An family than, was much worse, especially when the two of them fell in love,” 

 

“It happened to be the stage of the great rise of Silicon Valley,” 

 

“My sister was in Silicon Valley to make that series of investments,” 

 

“It was beginning of taking the crazy profits,” 

 

“So the old man always felt that my brother-in-law get close to the An family,” 

 

“Deliberately got close to my sister for the money and favors,” 

 

“These preconceptions about him, not to mention that my brother-in-law was thinking of taking my 

sister to China,” 

 

“The old man was most concerned about my sister, once heard to be taken to the other side of the 

world, how could he agree?” 

 

The old lady has been doing the work of the old man,” 

 

“And she thought it would be good to let my brother-in-law stay in the United States,” 

 

“And after they got married, they lived and developed in the United States,” 

 

“And the old man later relented, meaning that as long as my brother-in-law stayed,” 

 

“He would no longer oppose their marriage… …” 

 

Duncan exclaimed: “The old man’s meaning, was it to let your brother-in-law come there as a son-in-

law?” 

 

“It’s not really a son-in-law,” Marshal explained, 

 

“The old man only meant for the two of them to stay in the U.S.,” 

 

“And the old man didn’t say that they should give birth to a child with the surname An,” 

 

“So this should not be considered a son-in-law, right?” 

 

Duncan shook his head: “Not bad, you have to know, people are not phoenix men,” 

 

“Poor boys, they are also famous, just not as rich as the An family,” 



 

“How can they accept the condition of staying in the woman’s family to develop?” 

 

Chapter 4314 

Marshal nodded: “It is also the same reason, but the old man himself felt that this was already a big 

concession,” 

 

“The other side should not have any objections at this time,” 

 

“But my brother-in-law also felt that this was a matter of principle and could not be compromised,” 

 

“So the two sides had not been able to resolve the differences.” 

 

Duncan nodded slightly, silent for a moment, opened his mouth, and asked: 

 

“Hey yes, I remember your sister had a son,” 

 

“Once she brought the child back to see the old lady, I also met him, how is the child now?” 

 

Marshal slightly stunned, then sighed, with melancholy, he said: “After my sister and brother-in-law’s 

accident,” 

 

“My nephew disappeared, so many years, for many people looked for him,” 

 

“There had been a little clue, you do not see the old man never spoke about it,” 

 

“In fact, these twenty years we have not stopped looking.” 

 

He paused briefly, and then said, “My sister’s accident that year,” 

 

“The old man engaged in a special trust fund in JPMorgan Bank, put a billion dollars into it every year;” 

 

“This money was to be used for two purposes,” 

 

“One is dedicated to finding that nephew of mine,” 

 

“And the other is to give him the rest of the money after finding him;” 

 

“This is not, twenty years have passed, in the form of principal invested a total of twenty billion dollars,” 

 

“Twenty years to hire multiple teams to find the nephew around the world spent less than half,” 

 



“Almost six or seven billion dollars like that or so.” 

 

Duncan listened to it and his jaw dropped and said off the top of his head: 

 

“To find someone spending so much money?!” 

 

“Yes.” Marshal explained: “In the information age, looking for people seems to be easy,” 

 

“But in fact, the world is so big, you slightly miss a corner,” 

 

“You may not be able to find this person for life,” 

 

“So you have to have multiple teams to spread out on the world map after a little carpet search,” 

 

“Hundreds of thousands of people, running around, people eat like horse feed, the cost is really high;” 

 

“In addition, there is the cost of intelligence, whether the news is useful or not,” 

 

“As long as there is information feedback, you have to pay a certain fee,” 

 

“And this kind of thing you can not find from the local government, police, and gang help,” 

 

“Because of the fear of information leakage, good intentions to do bad things,” 

 

“So it must be your own team to find whatever it is;” 

 

“And once you find the suspect object,” 

 

“You have to do everything possible to obtain the other party’s DNA to make a comparison,” 

 

“Which is also a big cost, so many years just DNA comparison has been done no less than tens of millions 

of times.” 

 

Duncan asked in disbelief: “And still not found?!” 

 

“No ……” Marshal sighed: “To say the least, it is also bizarre,” 

 

“Almost everywhere in the world where people have gone,” 

 

“Just could not find anything, perhaps they have been in the wrong direction.” 

 

Duncan asked again, “Have they looked for the clues in China?” 



 

“Of course.” Marshal said: “At that time it was first from the place of origin,” 

 

“The place of origin was turned upside down, and then began to gradually spread to the country,” 

 

“In the whole country, they could not find,” 

 

“Then the search was spread to those land bordering countries,” 

 

“And then spread to the whole of Asia and then spread to the world, everywhere to find him, but no 

news.” 

 

Duncan asked: “Then you have not sent people to check your brother-in-law’s family? Maybe they have 

hidden the child.” 

 

Marshal smiled sarcastically: “Of course we checked, not only did we check,” 

 

“In the first few years, we have been sending the top team to monitor them, but never found any clues.” 

 

“But we did not give up, after all, which of these big families will not play some tricks?” 

 

“Out of absolute caution, we will not give up until we get 100% confirmation, just in case they are hiding 

too deep.” 

 

“So, fifteen years ago, we sent another group of people to penetrate their internal circle,” 

 

Chapter 4315 

Marshal continued the story: “One of them used a full ten years to achieve their family first heir’s 

personal butler.” 

 

“That time period was almost five years ago,” 

 

“And that’s when we were finally able to be 100% sure that my brother-in-law’s family,” 

 

“And indeed, did not know the whereabouts of my nephew!” 

 

“And the old man of their family was looking for him everywhere, just like us ……” 

 

“You see this before and after, we just had to confirm whether the person in my brother-in-law’s family 

or not,” 

 

“Or whether they know any clues, it took fifteen years,” 



 

“All the human and material resources and the energy, basically all went in vain.” 

 

“Finally no way, see the basket of water is empty, we withdrew all the people back ……” 

 

Duncan listened to Marshal’s words, simply subvert the three views, exclaimed: 

 

“You guys this is more ruthless than the spy war ……” 

 

“The whole World War II from the year 1939 to 1945 years,” 

 

“It was only six years, you guys actually persisted for fifteen years …… “ 

 

“Yes.” Marshal seriously continued: “You see, these big families are basically doing things this way,” 

 

“Not afraid to spend money, not afraid of wasting time and energy,” 

 

“At all costs, only to not leave any mistakes, the hidden project behind this you simply can not imagine,” 

 

“We in order to not show traces of the talent we cultivate to several big families in the country,” 

 

“More than ten years ago specifically With the Chinese joint venture to engage in a promotion…” 

 

“Of overseas Chinese high school students to return to China to develop activities,” 

 

“We breath nearly a hundred Chinese graduates from major universities in the United States 

transported them back to China,” 

 

“So that they through the form of social recruitment, they could enter into these families from scratch 

to struggle to fight;” 

 

“This matter, we have been continuing for more than ten years,” 

 

“And all these ten years, we have to continue to pay these people high fees privately.” 

 

“So you can understand why so much money was spent, right?” 

 

Duncan nodded and sighed: “Understood …… before and after twenty years,” 

 

“Spending billions of dollars to smash a thing that has no results,” 

 

“Only you rich people can afford to burn so much money.” 



 

Marshal smiled faintly: “Not really burning money, although spent so much,” 

 

“But the money in twenty years, it is a little bit spent,” 

 

“And the money placed in the trust and its interest, the profit is also very considerable,” 

 

“Until half a year ago, the account balance is almost a thirty-five or thirty-six billion bar.” 

 

Duncan exclaimed: “How so much? Didn’t you already spend several billion?” 

 

Marshal nodded and said: “Spend while earning, some years ago, the trust income was very high,” 

 

“A good year a dozen points of return is too normal,” 

 

“Plus it is compound interest mode, the money naturally rolled more and more.” 

 

Speaking of this, Marshal said: “So, you sound, as if we are very stupid, and even have a tendency to 

spend a lot of money for nothing,” 

 

“But in fact, we did not spend any, and everything is done by a dedicated person,” 

 

“And we do not have to do it personally, and finally a total account, in fact, is up with a slight profit.” 

 

Duncan convinced, sighed: “Profit rolls in, money generates money, peace era,” 

 

“You rich people’s wealth is really a thousand generations more huh ……” 

 

He said and smiled to himself: “Unlike me, just fcuking know how to arrest people to solve cases, no 

economic acumen at all.” 

 

Marshal said seriously: “In theory, as long as the rich man’s offspring control their own hands,” 

 

“Do not take the money out to make a mess, even if the rich man only has 100 million dollars,” 

 

“He puts it into a trust, to ensure that his children and grandchildren will never lack money to spend.” 

 

Duncan could not help but sigh: “If we could find that nephew of yours,” 

 

“Wouldn’t he be worth thirty or forty billion dollars out of thin air?!” 

 

“More than that.” Marshal said: “when the old man’s condition worsened,” 



 

“He was afraid that one day his consciousness would be confused and he would lose his ability to take 

care of himself,” 

 

“So he filled the account with more than 60 billion, making it up to 100 billion,” 

 

“Then he changed the terms of the trust, the 100 billion principal cannot be touched,” 

 

“All reserved for my nephew, only the annual profit can be taken out for the search,” 

 

Chapter 4316 

“But even so, each year, the profit is several billion dollars a year,” said Marshal. 

 

“So, if I can find my nephew, his value will increase by 100 billion dollars out of thin air!” 

 

After hearing this, Duncan lit a cigar and took a slow puff, then sat up straight, 

 

Straightened his collar, and grinned: “Marshal, what do you think about me being your nephew?” 

 

Marshal was stunned, then he reacted and cursed with laughter, “Fcuk you.” 

 

Duncan laughed and said, “Being your nephew is worth a hundred billion dollars,” 

 

“According to the way you rich people play, spend it until you die, not even finish spending the interest 

……” 

 

Marshal shook his head and laughed: “I just don’t know if we can still find him,” 

 

“If he can really be found, and it is estimated that he has not suffered a lot over the years,” 

 

“With his mother’s contribution to the An family, taking the 100 billion dollars is not much.” 

 

Said, he could not help but regret: “Unfortunately, the old man is sick,” 

 

“Really seeing him, he may not be able to recognize him,” 

 

“Even if you tell the old man that it is him, the old man may not believe,” 

 

“If the old man is healthy and well, really see him,” 

 

“I’m afraid he will take out some money to him, for so many years he rarely said,” 

 



“But in the heart, he is really thinking about this grandson.” 

 

Then, he said: “Oh yes, the old lady also saved a lot of money for her grandson,” 

 

“Always said that when they find him, she will give him all of it,” 

 

“Although not as much as one hundred billion, eight or ten billion is certainly there.” 

 

Duncan has been shocked to the state of numbness, so not surprised, just teasing: 

 

“You as a great-uncle, do not express your love?” 

 

“That still needed to say?” Marshal said seriously: 

 

“In my life, I have most admired my sister, my nephew if I can find him,” 

 

“I will give an 18.8 billion meaning, it is estimated that one person can not be less than a hundred it ……” 

 

“Counted down, almost two thousand ……” 

 

Duncan cried and laughed: “pull out and it is Forbes’s world’s richest ……” 

 

Marshal laughed: “That does not count if it is really the world’s richest,” 

 

“That is now ranked first, even the top ten can not enter.” 

 

Speaking of which, Marshal couldn’t help but sigh again, self-deprecatingly: 

 

“Hey, how about two hundred billion? It’s a lot, but when it matters, you can’t even buy a rejuvenation 

pill.” 

 

Duncan smiled sarcastically, “It seems that you have a deep resentment towards this Pill ……” 

 

Marshal nodded and said seriously: “I really have too much resentment,” 

 

“I grew up, never suffered such a stifling, the owner of the Pill, is definitely a person!” 

 

“I gave him three hundred and seventy billion dollars, but for him, so much money is not as good as his 

principles ……” 

 

Saying that, Marshal asked Duncan: “Do you know how Douglas Fei, the Master Fei’s power was seized 

by his son?” 



 

“Not quite sure.” Duncan said, “The Fei family also did not release any news to the outside,” 

 

“They said to the public that the old man is very old,” 

 

“The board of directors agreed that he is not suitable for the seat of the family head,” 

 

“But I know that they must have taken advantage of the opportunity as the old man went to China.” 

 

Marshal grunted: “Older is just rhetoric, the rest of the whole Fei family those wastes,” 

 

“Combined can not be compared to a ninety-year-old Master Fei,” 

 

“The real reason here, is because Master Fei also went to the auction of the rejuvenation Pill,” 

 

“And he opened the price to two hundred billion dollars,” 

 

“Originally after I was driven out, it should have been his success in the auction,” 

 

“But His son Dawson broke his back, also equals to break his way to live,” 

 

“With that old man’s health condition, I think it will be a year at most.” 

 

“Grass ……” Duncan cursed: “This is too fcuking cruel!” 

 

“It’s clear that they don’t want the old man to live too long,” 

 

“And they don’t want the old man to spend too much money. ……” 

 

“Yes.” Marshal nodded and said, “So, the matter of Dawson’s grandson being kidnapped,” 

 

“And being asked for a ransom of two hundred billion,” 

 

“I thought it was quite interesting after I heard the wind,” 

 

“Isn’t this a good fcuking reincarnation of heaven?” 

 

Chapter 4317 

At the same time, the Fei family’s butler, as well as some of his beloved men, 

 

Were urgently approaching international families that owned Concorde airliners. 

 



After this incident, Dawson couldn’t wait to buy a Concorde in order to deal with possible future 

emergencies. 

 

Because, without a Concorde, it would take at least thirteen hours for the Fei family to send someone 

from New York to Japan. 

 

But with a Concorde, it would take five and a half hours to arrive. 

 

In normal times, the difference of seven or eight hours is nothing, 

 

But if it is a critical moment, this time is enough to generate too many variables. 

 

Because the purchase of Concorde is a normal demand for the Fei family, 

 

It is not a secret, so these people did not avoid people, 

 

Basically, they all found a relatively quiet place, and then hurriedly began to communicate by phone. 

 

The company’s staff is also secretly competing with each other, 

 

Whoever can help the Fei family to get a Concorde in the first place, 

 

It will definitely be a great achievement. 

 

When the maid, carrying the Richard Miller watch given by Jesse, 

 

Returned to the first villa, she was surprised to find that many people… 

 

…were constantly on the phone as if something big was happening. 

 

Remembering Jesse’s explanation, she hastily found a male assistant who had always had some interest 

in her, 

 

And even repeatedly tried to go further with her, and asked curiously, 

 

“Robbin, why aren’t you off work and resting yet?” 

 

The man who is named Robbin Song was one of the few beloved men of the Fei family butler, 

 

And he had always appreciated the maid’s beauty and had long had thoughts in his heart, 

 

But the maid also knew that he only had thoughts about her in that area, 



 

And did not want to marry her in a normal relationship, 

 

So she had never given him the opportunity to go further. 

 

Robbin was not surprised to see her at this time, but just smiled and said, 

 

“I still have some things to finish, how come you are not off work?” 

 

The maid said, “I was worried about Grandma’s health,” 

 

“and came over to see if there was anything I could do to help.” 

 

Robbin didn’t suspect, nodded, saw no one around, and with a few frivolous smiles on his face, he 

spoke, 

 

“How about I take you to Las Vegas when you are off work for the weekend?” 

 

“Going to Vegas?” The maid said awkwardly, “Just the two of us?” 

 

“Yes!” Robbin laughed, “Of course, it’s just the two of us,” 

 

“Recently Beyoncé has a big show in Las Vegas casino, don’t you always like her?” 

 

“I will take you there to see it and meet the world.” 

 

The maid didn’t say anything, but she couldn’t help but despise it in her heart. 

 

If in the past, she heard about this kind of thing, her heart must be very longing. 

 

But now, how could a mere Beyoncé enter her eyes? 

 

In her opinion, she is going to be the young daughter-in-law of the Qiao family in the future. 

 

So, she was almost ready to say no on the spot. 

 

However, she remembered Jesse’s instructions, so she deliberately left an extra eye, 

 

Looked at Robbin with a smiled and said: 

 

“If there is a real opportunity, of course, I have no problem ah,” 

 



“But the family now has so many things, we can not take a short time off work, right?” 

 

Robbin skimmed his mouth and said casually, “We are just ordinary wage earners,” 

 

“We have to rest when we should rest, there is no need to worry too much about the main family,” 

 

“Besides, sometimes you want to worry about it may not necessarily be your turn,” 

 

“Take your maids, for example, usually so many maids take turns off,” 

 

“If something happens and everyone does not rest,” 

 

“All flocked to Grandma’s room, she can’t stand it.” 

 

Chapter 4318 

The maid nodded: “What you say seems to make sense ……” 

 

Robbin said smilingly, “That’s how it is.” 

 

After saying that, he lowered his voice and said to the maid: 

 

“I am now talking about a big list, but also these two days can be negotiated,” 

 

“Then the bonus will certainly be less, and when I get the bonus will take you to Las Vegas to enjoy a few 

days!” 

 

The maid despised in her heart, but asked curiously: 

 

“What big list ah? Tell me about it, also to satisfy my curiosity.” 

 

Robbin raised his eyebrows and laughed: 

 

“The master wants to buy a Concorde, and I happen to know a family in France,” 

 

“That has a Concorde in their hands and wants to sell it, so I’m talking to their people.” 

 

The maid asked in disbelief, “What is a Concorde?” 

 

Robbin explained, “A supersonic airliner, which can fly more than 2,000 kilometers an hour.” 

 

The maid asked again, “What’s the use of buying such a fast plane?” 

 



“Of course it’s useful!” Robbin said with a serious face, 

 

“This time the master wanted to send people to Japan,” 

 

“Without the Concorde, it would take at least 13 hours to fly,” 

 

“If we had the Concorde, we wouldn’t even use half of that time.” 

 

When the maid heard about Japan, she suddenly thought of Jesse’s explanation to pay more attention, 

 

To whether anyone mentioned Japanese ninjas, so her heart instantly became alert, 

 

And at the same time, a kind of eagerness to get credit, 

 

So she couldn’t help but be all excited at the same time. 

 

She couldn’t wait to do something for Jesse, 

 

So as to prove to him that although she was from a lowly background and hadn’t read too much, 

 

She would be able to do well in the role of the young daughter-in-law of the Qiao family in the future. 

 

So, she hurriedly asked tentatively: 

 

“To Japan? It’s not going to find that ninja or something like that, right?” 

 

Robbin was slightly stunned, feeling a little surprised, 

 

But did not think much about it for a while, so he casually said, 

 

“You can not say this thing, just know yourself.” 

 

The maid was so excited that she nodded her head and said, 

 

“Yes, I know! By the way Robbin, I have to go to Grandma’s side to see what’s going on in Las Vegas,” 

 

“Let me know when it’s convenient for you.” 

 

Robbin smiled: “Yes, I will make an appointment with you in advance!” 

 

The maid then said, “Then I’ll go over first.” 

 



After saying that, she turned around and left. 

 

Robbin stared at the maid’s back, his eyes focused on her waist and h!ps that swayed lightly from side to 

side, 

 

His heart could not help but sigh: “This little b!tch …… may still be a chick ……” 

 

“To the mouth of the duck, this time must not let You fly!” 

 

After the maid left, she did not immediately go to the great grandmother’s room,” 

 

“But immediately came to an unoccupied bathroom, took out her cell phone, sent a message to Jesse. 

 

The message read: “Young Master Qiao, I just inquired, the master sent someone on a plane to Japan to 

look for ninjas!” 

 

“In addition, I heard that he thinks ordinary planes fly too slowly,” 

 

“And also plans to buy a plane called Concorde.” 

 

After sending this message, she then pressed her hands to her chest, 

 

Waiting with anticipation for her beloved one to send her compliments. 

 

However, she did not wait for Jesse’s reply. 

 

Because, when Jesse saw this message, the whole person instantly jumped up from the bed, 

 

His heart was almost jumping out of his throat. 

 

At this moment, he looked at the phone with a face full of panic, 

 

Muttering under his breath, “Sh!t, it’s over …… this time it’s really over ……” 

 

Chapter 4319 

Jesse knew very well in his heart that once the Fei family started investigating the line of ninjas, 

 

It would be easy to find clues about the Iga ninjas. 

 

He couldn’t help but say to himself, “How will the Iga ninja be a match for the Fei family,” 

 

“And when they face the Fei family, they will definitely confess all without hesitation ……” 



 

“The Fei family will then start backtracking from the Iga ninja, and it won’t take long to find my head 

……” 

 

“Although I used a fake identity when I contacted the Iga ninja,” 

 

“The $40 million I called the Iga ninja was not fake money ……” 

 

“As long as the Fei family starts with the origin of the money and investigates upstream a little,” 

 

“It will definitely lead to me ……” 

 

“At that time, how do I explain to the Fei family?” 

 

“I say I’m innocent? Do they believe it? Definitely not ……” 

 

“Then I can only tell them the truth, I actually helped Randal to find a ninja,” 

 

“The purpose is to kidnap the big star Sara Gu……” 

 

“The Fei family must not believe it either, in their eyes,” 

 

“Their young master is a dragon among men, how can he be a human devil?” 

 

“In that case, I will have to reveal all of what he did, and all the information I have ……” 

 

“But what’s the point of that? The first thing the Fei family will do,” 

 

“When they find out that their young master is a human demon,” 

 

“Is to kill me so that the truth can be completely buried ……” 

 

“That will only make me die faster ……” 

 

Thinking of this, Jesse gritted his teeth and said in a stern voice, 

 

“It seems that if I want to live, the only way is to run before the Fei family finds me!” 

 

“As long as I can run out of the Fei family’s control,” 

 

“I can turn around and send all that information to the Fei family,” 

 



“So they can stay away from me! Otherwise, I will expose all the information!” 

 

Then, he raised his eyebrows and sneered, 

 

“By the way, I can use the information to knock them off hard!” 

 

“Who cares about that when we’ve already torn our fcuking faces apart anyway?” 

 

Thinking of this, he put his heart into it and was ready to run away. 

 

So, five minutes after receiving the maid’s text message, he dressed neatly, 

 

With a duck-tongue cap on his head, and quickly left the villa. 

 

The Fei family estate late at night is still a brightly lit and heavily guarded, 

 

But from this guard, the vast majority of the energy is focused on the outside to the inside. 

 

And from the inside to the outside, 

 

As long as you don’t have anything in your hand, you can basically go unimpeded. 

 

This strict entry and exit mode is like flying in, when you go in, 

 

Even shoes have to be taken off to go through the security machine, 

 

But once you get off the plane, out of the airport is all the way through, 

 

No matter how many things you bring, the security guards do not even bother to take a look. 

 

Therefore, Jesse without alarming anyone directly went out of the Fei family estate. 

 

After coming out, originally wanted to immediately take a taxi to leave, 

 

But such places as Long Beach, are the mansions of the rich, 

 

The rich family cars are too much to drive over, 

 

And basically will not take a taxi, so in this place, the cabs are pitifully few. 

 

He saw that there were no cabs around, 

 



So he was ready to go out on foot to walk some distance before looking for a car. 

 

He was also lucky, just out of the range of the Fei family estate, 

 

Saw a cab parked at a crossroads, from the back of the cab, walked down a blonde female passenger. 

 

Seeing this car, Jesse sighed with relief, 

 

And while the female passenger got out of the car and prepared to leave, 

 

He hurriedly got in, and as soon as he got in, he said without thinking, 

 

“Go to the Port Authority bus terminal station!” 

 

Chapter 4320 

In the United States, airplanes and trains also adopt the real-name system, 

 

And Jesse, fearing that his identity would be leaked, 

 

Planned to take a long-distance bus first to transit all the way and go south to Texas. 

 

Texas shares a border with Mexico, 

 

So he planned to get to Texas and then find a way to smuggle himself into Mexico. 

 

Jesse has been selling people for years and has a strong network in Canada, the United States, and 

Mexico. 

 

In the south, because there are many entrenched drug lords, 

 

More or less it is like the chaotic era of warlords in some places, 

 

So it is easy to hide his identity, ensure anonymity, 

 

Once he reaches the territory of those drug lords, 

 

Even the Fei family will find it difficult to catch him. 

 

At this moment, the driver glanced at him through the rearview mirror and smiled, 

 

“Okay sir, please buckle up.” 

 



Jesse said impatiently, “Buckle up a fa.rt in the back, drive your car!” 

 

The driver said very seriously: “Sorry sir, in my car, no matter which seat,” 

 

“You have to buckle the seat belt, or else please get off.” 

 

Jesse did not expect that a cab driver dared to call his own bluff, 

 

Originally wanted to get angry, but once he thought that he was still on the edge of the Fei family estate, 

 

The critical moment can not cause trouble because of emotions, so he could only curse: “Danm!” 

 

Subsequently, he could only buckle up the seat belt. 

 

The driver saw him buckle up, the corners of his mouth wiped over a hidden smile, 

 

Then started the car and slowly drove away from the scene. 

 

The car turned and drove to the expressway, ready to leave Long Beach. 

 

Jesse finally breathed a sigh of relief, 

 

And then he took out his cell phone and began to check the long-distance bus schedule at night. 

 

But he did not expect that the car just drove out not much farther, 

 

It suddenly made a sharp turn directly at the side of the road and drove into a villa on the side. 

 

Jesse’s cell phone flung out, the whole person also moved to the side, 

 

So he subconsciously looked up, immediately found the situation is not good, 

 

The first thought is to open the seat belt to jump out of the car to escape, 

 

But he pressed the seat belt switch only to find that it simply can not be opened. 

 

Immediately after, then felt a burst of seat belt contraction, instantly he was tied to the rear seats. 

 

Jesse’s face was white with fear, 

 

And he asked the driver: “What the h3ll are you ……?” 

 



The driver smiled faintly and said, 

 

“Don’t be nervous, Mr. Qiao, I am taking you to meet a friend.” 

 

At this time, the cab had already driven into the villa gate, 

 

Followed by driving directly into the garage. 

 

As soon as the car was parked in the garage, the two soldiers of the Cataclysmic Front opened the door, 

 

Followed by the driver pressing the switch next to the steering wheel, 

 

And the seat belt buckle instantly popped open. 

 

Two soldiers dragged the panicked Jesse out of the car, 

 

And then, without waiting for him to regain consciousness, stripped him nak3d, leaving only a pair of 

pants. 

 

Afterward, a soldier of similar stature to him from the Cataclysmic Front quickly changed into his 

clothes, 

 

Put on his duck-tongue cap, and got back into the cab. 

 

As soon as the driver kicked the gas pedal, the car drove out again, taking no more than a minute before 

and after. 

 

As soon as the cab left the house, it immediately accelerated violently, 

 

Carrying the soldier disguised as Jesse all the way to the coach terminal where Jesse intended to go. 

 

The real Jesse, on the other hand, was stripped into a white-striped pig, 

 

And dragged directly to the basement by the two soldiers of the Front. 

 

On the way, Jesse asked incomparably frightened: 

 

“Big brother big brother …… you guys …… who the h3ll are you?” 

 

“What do you want? If you want money, I can give you lots of money ……” 

 

“Lots and lots of money …… you just have to say a number ……” 



 

One of them sneered, “Jesse, your money is better to keep it for yourself,” 

 

“Maybe you can still use it when you get there!” 


